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Building for 
the Future
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Our response to change 
creates our experience of it.



CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDINGS 

Our response to change creates our 
experience of it.

● An inquiry into our current understanding of the PYP
● An inquiry into the challenges and opportunities 

related to the programme and known enhancements
● An inquiry into how we respond to change ( as 

individuals, as leaders and as a community) 
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“In an IB World School, where members of their 
learning community are from diverse backgrounds, 
leaders understand how cultural and 
organizational factors influence leadership 
practices. IB leaders are adaptive, and globally 
and locally engaged to embrace diversity and its 
inherent contradictions.”

Source - PYP: From principles into practice
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https://resources.ibo.org//pyp/framework/The-PYP-Framework?c=627d5edd&lang=en


The Primary Years Programme (PYP) learners and their learning 
communities have a range of perspectives, values and traditions. 

The concept of international-mindedness builds on these diverse 
perspectives to generate a sense of common humanity and shared 
guardianship of the planet. (“International-mindedness” section of 
PYP: From principles into practice)

International-mindedness is a view of the world in which people 
see themselves connected to the global community and 
assume a sense of responsibility towards its members. It is an 
awareness of the interrelatedness of all nations and peoples, and 
is recognition of the complexity of these. 
(“International-mindedness” section of PYP: From principles into 
practice)

INTERNATIONAL MINDEDNESS



Reaching in…. Understand 
ourselves in respect to others 

Reaching out…. Consider how 
we interact  with others

INTERNATIONAL MINDEDNESS



Sustainable leadership

‘Sustainable leadership is best supported by long-term 
succession planning involving a “distributed 
leadership” model, whereby “deeper and wider pools of 
leadership talent” are developed within the school.’ 
(Hargreaves and Fink 2005)
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Leadership 
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Pendelton & Furnham 
(Andy Buck)
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ANDY BUCK 
INTRO

5  enablers of leadership 
which facilitate all the 
other activities. 

● Inspire
● Focus
● Enable
● Reinforce
● Learn

https://www.leadershipmatters.org.uk/lm-videos/intro-1/
https://www.leadershipmatters.org.uk/lm-videos/intro-1/
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John Hattie - 2017 
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Pendelton & Furnham 
(Andy Buck)
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Fullan 
& 

Hargreaves





Johari Window 



VIA STRENGTHS



NSEW
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Who We AreWho We Are

https://mycreativetype.com/

https://mycreativetype.com/
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Strategic capability
IB leaders are forward thinking, see the bigger picture, 
recognize emerging trends and translate strategy into 

action while aligning people and the organization behind 
a set of shared values and vision.

Cultural capability 
IB leaders continually interact with people, institutions and ideas 
from different cultural traditions to their own. They harness the 

human potential within diverse school communities and create a 
shared culture that not only respects and celebrates cultural 

diversity, but also sees it as essential for intercultural learning.              

Pedagogical capability
IB leaders develop a school culture that fosters and values 

professional development. They recognize that they need to 
build individual and institutional knowledge and 

understanding, so that schools continue to grow as places 
where knowledge and meaning are discovered and 

constructed.

Entrepreneurial capability
IB leaders anticipate change and respond in creative, analytical 

and practical ways. They demonstrate the ability to innovate, 
develop, communicate, promote and evaluate new ideas and 
practices, take intellectual risks and support others in these 

endeavours.

Relational capability
IB leaders influence individuals, groups and systems to 

achieve a goal or set of goals. They understand 
stakeholders and support them to achieve their optimum. IB 

leaders support members of the learning community to 
learn together to achieve better outcomes for students.

Reflective capability
IB leaders use thinking strategies when engaging with the different experiences they face. The emphasis the IB programmes place 
on critical thinking, multiple perspectives and constructivist and social-constructivist views of knowledge creation, requires leaders 

to be comfortable in creating an organizational culture that places critical reflection at its core.

Insight (heuristic intelligence) capability
IB leaders develop shortcuts or make logical leaps of the mind 

to form an inference of what is the best explanation and 
solution. They self-reflect and are adaptable to new settings. 
Underpinning heuristic capability is the need to make quick 
decisions and rapid judgments with the big picture in mind.
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As a leader of learning in my school:

I am forward thinking, see the bigger picture and am able to align people and the organization behind a set of shared values and 
vision, including those of the IB and my school.

I interact with people, institutions and ideas from different cultural traditions to my own and strive to create a shared 
cultures that not only respects and celebrates cultural diversity but also sees it as essential for intercultural understanding.

I strive to develop a school culture that fosters and values professional development.

I can anticipate change and respond in creative, analytical and practical ways.

I can influence individuals, groups and systems to achieve a goal or set of goals.

I use a variety of thinking strategies when engaging with the different experiences and challenges I face.

I develop shortcuts or make logical leaps of the mind to form an inference of what is the best explanation and solution. I 
self-reflect and am adaptable to new settings.
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Who are you as a Leader?



Consider your teams….



Reflective Prompts:
Troughout the workshop you will be 

prompted to reflect on:

●
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• positive interactions with the goals of fostering 
shared understandings 

• garnering resources and support to establish 
collaborative and productive inter-organizational 
relationships

• involving members of the community in shaping the 
organization by including their voice in significant 
decisions

Developing Positive learning environments



• building collaborative processes for curriculum 
development and participation in instructional 
decision-making

• strengthening the community through using the 
language of the learner profile, honouring and 
nurturing family languages or celebrating 
international-mindedness in the school

• experimenting and piloting new ideas. 

Developing Positive learning environments



If you get the culture right, 
most of the other stuff will 
just happen naturally on its 
own.

—Tony Hsieh, CEO, Zappos.com




